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A cycle permutation graph is obtained by taking two n-cycles each labeled 1, 
2,..., n, along with the edges obtained by joining i in the first copy to a(i) in the 
second, where a E S,. A characterization of the intersection between cycle 
permutation graphs and the generalized Petersen graphs as defined by Watkins (J. 
Combin. Theory 6 ( 1969), 152-l 64), is given. 8 1984 Acdemic press, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [5 ] the authors introduced permutation graphs and proceeded to 
characterize those which are planar. Of course, the best known permutation 
graph is the Petersen graph and, as those authors indicate, the very concept 
was studied as a generalization of this graph. It is thus natural to study the 
relationship between permutation graphs, in particular, cycle permutation 
graphs, and the generalized Petersen graphs first introduced by 
Watkins [ 111. The purpose of this paper is to characterize the intersection 
between these two classes of graphs. 
For a given graph G with n vertices labeled 1, 2,..., n, n > 4 and a 
permutation a E S,, the symmetric group on the n symbols { 1,2,..., n), the 
a-permutation graph of G, P,(G), consists of two disjoint copies of G, G,, 
and G,, along with the n edges obtained by joining i in G, with a(i) in G,, 
i = 1, 2,..., n. If the graph is an n-cycle labeled 1, 2,..., n, where i is joined to 
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i + 1 and i - 1 (mod n), then P,(G) is called a cycle permutation graph and 
will be denoted C(n, a). 
For integers n and k with 1 < k < n - 1, k # n/2, the generalized Petersen 
graph, G(n, k) has vertex set V= {u,, Us,..., Us-,, u,, o1 ,..., u,-~} and edge 
set consisting of all pairs of the form (vi, u~+~), (vi, uJ, or (ui, ++,J, where 
subscripts are read modulo n. The graph induced by the I),.‘s is called the 
outer rim and that induced by the uI)s is called the inner rim(s). Vertices ui 
and U, are called consecutive if 1 i -jl = 1. 
Thus, the Petersen graph is G(5,2) and also C(5, a), where a = (2453). 
Watkins’ original paper was concerned with discovering Tait colorings and, 
indeed, Castagna and Prins [4] established Watkins’ conjecture that only the 
Petersen graph itself lacks a Tait coloring amongst the generalized Petersen 
graphs. Much effort has been put forth relative to edtablishing a similar 
result for the Hamiltonian property (Bannai [3], Simmons and Slater [lo], 
Alspach et al. [2]). Recently Alspach [ 1 ] completed the determination of 
exactly which generalized Petersen graphs have the Hamiltonian property. In 
what follows, we demonstrate that cycle permutation graphs and generalized 
Petersen graphs are indeed related. Thus, whether certain cycle permutation 
graphs (when perceived as generalizations of the Petersen graph) preserve 
some of the properties of that graph would seem worthy of further study. 
Here we present only the necessary prerequisite to such a study; namely, the 
intersection of the two classes of graphs. 
2. FACTS 
To examine the relationship between generalized Petersen graphs and 
cycle permutation graphs, some definitions and remarks relative to the 
structure of such graphs are in order. A set of vertices of the form {ui, vi, 
ui+ 1 Y*v Ui+n-37 Ui+n--31 in a generalized Petersen graph is called an n- 
wicket. When n is not specific, such a structure will be referred to merely as 
a wicket. A wicket M in a generalized Petersen graph is adjacent to a 
wicket N when Mn N = 0 and ui and uI are in M while either ui+ 1 and u~+~ 
or u)i-l and ui- 1 are in N. For a cycle C in a generalized Petersen graph a 
vertex u is boxed with respect to C if u 6$ V(C), but IN(u) n V(C)1 > 2, where 
N(u) is the set of vertices adjacent to u. 
Remark 1. A cubic graph G with 2n vertices is a cycle permutation 
graph iff it has two vertex disjoint n-cycles as induced subgraphs. 
For convenience we will henceforth refer to these two n-cycles as the blue 
cycle and the red cycle where we consider both the vertices and the edges to 
be so painted. We will also call the set of blue vertices B and the set of red 
vertices R. Note that it follows from Remark 1 that every edge in G not on 
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the red cycle or the blue cycle must join a vertex in R to a vertex in B. 
Furthermore, G cannot contain a vertex which is boxed with respect to either 
the red cycle or the blue cycle. 
Remark 2. If G(n, k), gcd(n, k) # 1 is a cycle permutation graph, then 
both the blue cycle and the red cycle must have at least one edge in common 
with every inner rim. 
This can be seen as follows. If there is an inner rim without a red edge, 
then all of the vertices on this rim must be blue. Thus the blue cycle must be 
this inner rim since it is induced. This cannot happen since gcd(n, k) # 1. 
Remark 3. Let n and k be integers so that gcd(n, k) = 1, 1 <k < n - 1. 
Then G(n, k) N C(n, a), where a is given by a(i) = k-‘(i + k - l), 
i = 1, 2,..., n, where k- ’ is the multiplicative inverse of k modulo n. 
It would be easy to believe that Remark 3 describes all of the graphs 
which are both generalized Petersen graphs and cycle permutation graphs. 
However, there are generalized Petersen graphs with gcd(n, k) # 1 which are 
cycle permutation graphs. Consider G( 12,3) (Fig. 1). Then 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
and 
What now follow are some facts about R and B in a generalized Petersen 
graph which is also a cycle permutation graph. 
FACTS. (1) If %, vi+1 E R or Ui, vivl E R, then V, E R. (See Fig. 2.) 
Since if Vi & R then (N(vi) n R ) > 2 and so V, is boxed with respect to the 
red cycle. 
(2) If u,ER and ViEBp then u~+~, u,-,ER. 
(3) Ifui, ur, vi+1 E R or u,, L)i, ul-1 E R, then vipl, vi-2, Iii-l E B or 
vi+l9 vi+Z9 I(i+l E B, respectively. 
(4) If ui, Vi, lit-k E R or ni, ur, Ui+k E R, then Ui+~k, ni+k, Vi+k E B 
or Ui-Zk, #i-k, Vi-k E B, respectively. 
t5) If ui, *i+k E R or Ui, Vi-k E R, then Ui+k E R or uiek E R, respec- 
tively. 
(6) If ViE R and v,+~ EB or oi_iEB, then Us, Vi-,ER and Ili+i, 
vi+2 E By or ui, Vi+1 E R and 111-i, Vi-2 E B, respectively. 
(7) If UiE R and ~i+k EB or Ui-kE B, then Vi, u,-kE R and Vi+k, 
#i+Zk EB w *i, %+k E R and Vi-k, Ui-2k E B, respectively. 
(8) A wicket in R must be adjacent to two wickets in B. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
In this section we will prove the following result: 
THEOREM. A generalized Petersen graph, G(n, k) is a cycle permutation 
graph i f f  one of the following is true: 
(1) gcd(n, k) = 1. 
(2) n E 0 mod 4, k s f 1 mod 4, and gcd(n/4, (k T 1)/4) = 1. 
(3) n E 0 mod 5, k E *2 mod 5, gcd(nf5, (k $ 2)/5) = 1 and 
gcd(n/5, (2k f 1)/5) = 1. 
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Note that G(5, 2), the Petersen graph, satisfies condition 1, G(12, 3) 
satisfies condition 2, and G(15, 3) satisfies condition 3. Also note that 
G(20,3) satisfies all three conditions simultaneously. Before proving this 
result we prove some lemmas that help gain insight into the nature of the red 
and blue cycles. Consider a generalized Petersen graph G(n, k) that is also a 
cycle permutation graph with gcd(n, k) # 1. 
LEMMA 1. If two consecutive vertices on the inner rims of G(n, k) are in 
R, then they must lie on a 4-wicket in R. 
Proof. Let u,, ui+, E R. If vi E R, then ui and ui+ i lie on a 4-wicket in 
A; otherwise, vi+i is boxed. SO assume vi, Vi+l E B. This implies that Ui+ky 
Ui-&> Ui+k+ly Ui-&+l E R by Fact 2. Now if Vi+kE R, then {ui+&, vi+&, 
Vi+k+lv Ui+k+l} is a 4-wicket in R by Fact 1. Similarly for vi-&. If vi+ k E B, 
then by continuing around the inner rims it can be seen that R must consist 
of two 4-wickets. and vertices on the inner rims. So there are exactly two 
inner rims by Remark 2 and the number of vertices in R on each inner rim is 
(n/2) - 2. Thus there are two vertices on each inner rim in B. Now these two 
vertices on each inner rim must be adjacent or else they would be boxed, so 
call these vertices uh, z+,+&, uj, uj+& where i # h, i # h + k by the above 
argument. Also 1 h -jl = 1 by Fact 4; without loss of generality, let 
j=h + 1. Thus B= {u/,, oh, vh+l, Uh+l, Uh+l+&, V,,+l+&, V,,+&, U,,+&}* But 
vi, vi+ i E B which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
This lemma gives us three important corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. R cannot contain three consecutive vertices on the inner 
rims. 
COROLLARY 2. R cannot contain an m-wicket for m > 6. 
Proof. Suppose {ui, vi, vi+ ,,..., v,+,,,-~, uitme3} is an m-wicket in R 
with m 2 6. Thus ui+, and Ui+* are both in B SO by Lemma 1 Vi+1 and Vi+2 
are also in B. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. If u,ER and ViEB, then {~~-~,v~-~,v~,v~+~,u~+~} is 
a Swicket in B. 
LEMMA 2. If two adjacent vertices on an inner rim both lie in R, then at 
least one of them must lie in a wicket in R. 
Proof. Suppose uO, uk E R and vO, vk E B. This implies that {u,- i, v,- i, 
vo, vi, u,} and {ukel, 2)&-i, v&, v&+i, uk+l} are 5-wickets in B. Since the 
blue cycle is induced, this implies that it is a 10 cycle; furthermore, there are 
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exactly two inner rims. So gcd(n, k) = 5 and hence k = 5 which contradicts 
the fact that k # n/2. Q.E.D. 
We now know that the red and blue cycles must alternate wickets around 
the outer rim and that these wickets must be either 4-wickets or 5-wickets. 
The next lemma tells us exactly what their structure must be. 
LEMMA 3. Either R and B contain only 4-wickets or R contains only 4- 
wickets and B contains only 5-wickets. In either case the wickets must 
alternate in color. 
Proof It is easy to show that if {uI, ui, vi+,, u~+~} is a 4-wicket in R, 
then either Ui-k, Ui+k+l E R or Ui+k, uiek+, E R. Similarly if {Ui, Vi, v~+~, 
vi+29 ui+2 } is a 5-wicket in R, then either Ui-k, z++~+~E R or Ui+ky 
ui--k+2 E R. Now suppose R and B contain adjacent 5-wickets. Let 
I&l, vo, VI, u2, u,} be in R and {ug, v3, vq, v5, us} be in B. Suppose that 
u-~, ++2 E R, then .uk, vk E B by Fact 4 and u1 E B by Corollary 1. Hence 
ukfl E B by Fact 2, vk+, E B by Fact 1, and v~+~, vkt3 E R by Fact 3. Also 
uq E R by Corollary 1, and so uk+., E R by Fact 2, and v~+~ E R by Fact 1. 
Thus uk+3 E B by Corollary 1 and uk+5 E B by Fact 2, which is a 
contradiction. The case where uk , vdk + 2 E R leads to a similar contradiction. 
Thus R and B cannot contain adjacent 5-wickets. 
Now suppose a 4-wicket in R is adjacent to a 4-wicket in B and a 5- 
wicket in B. Let {uO, vO, vl, uI} be in B, {u,, vl, vj, Us} be in R and {u,, v~, 
V59 us, u6} be in B. The four cases which need to be considered are all 
similar. We do the case where uzek, z++~ E R and u-~, uk+, E B and leave 
the other cases to the reader. This implies that u, _ k, v 1 -k E R by Fact 4 and 
so vZek E R by Fact 1. Hence ujPk, vjek, vdek E B by Fact 3 so U&k E B 
by Fact 5. Then u~+~, v~+~ E R by Fact 4 and so vjtk E R by Fact 1. Thus 
U5+k E B by Fact 3. But u, E R by Corollary 1 and so u5+k E R by Fact 2 
which is a contradiction. Thus, a 4-wicket in R cannot be adjacent to a 4- 
wicket in B and a 5-wicket in B. 
So if R and B contain adjacent 4-wickets, then both must contain only 4- 
wickets and if a 4-wicket in R is adjacent to a 5-wicket in B, then R must 
contain only 4-wickets and B must contain only 5-wickets. 
These wickets must alternate in color since if two adjacent wickets have 
the same color then that cycle is not induced. Q.E.D. 
Note that this lemma is true only up to interchange of colors. 
We now state a number theory result and with this we can then proceed to 
the main theorem. 
FACT. (9) If n = 0 mod r, h z 0 mod r, and p is the smallest number such 
that ph = 0 mod n, then p = n/gcd(n, h) = n/r gcd(n/r, h/r). 
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THEOREM. A generalized Petersen graph G(n, k) is a cycle permutation 
graph iff one of the following is true: 
(1) gcd(n, k) = 1. 
(2) n 3 0 mod 4, k s &:1 mod 4, and gcd(n/4, (k F 1)/4) = 1. 
(3) n z 0 mod 5, k z k2 mod 5, gcd(n/5, (k T 2)/5) = 1, and 
gcd(n/5, (2k f 1)/5) = 1. 
Proof. Clearly, if gcd(n, k) = 1, then G(n, k) is a cycle permutation 
graph so suppose gcd(n, k) # 1. 
Suppose G(n, k) is a cycle permutation graph. Now since gcd(n, k) # 1, 
we have two cases from Lemma 3. 
Case 1. R and B both contain only 4-wickets. This implies that n z 0 
mod 4. Now let 
iij= {u,(i=jmod4) 
and 
~j= (v,(i=jmod 4}. 
So, without loss of generality, let {u,, o,,, ui , u,} be a wicket in R and 
{uz, v2, v,, uJj be a wicket in B. Thus R=iioUiT,,U8,Ut7, and B=fi,V 
~,Ufi3Uzi3. 
Now suppose that k 3 0 mod 4. Then zZQOfk = &, which contradicts the fact 
that the red cycle is induced. So suppose that k z 2 mod 4. Then Is,,, = P, in 
which case u,, is boxed. Thus k s f 1 mod 4. 
Let k= lmod4. This gives z&,+~=zI~, z&,-~=z&, fi,+k=ri2, rI,--k=tiO, 
i&k = I,, c,-, = lq, C, + k = t7,, and C, -k = zi2. Thus the red cycle must 
have the form uOuDulul .a. Ui-ikUi-fkVi+l-(kUi+l-ik “’ 9 where i + 1 is the 
number of the wicket in the cycle, i.e., i = 0 gives u,,u,v,u, is the first wicket 
in the cycle. Now let p be the smallest number such that uPVPk = u,, 
or p -pk = 0 mod n. Note that p is the number of wickets in R. Now by 
Fact 9, p = n/4 gcd(n/4, (k - 1)/4). Thus the red cycle has length 
4p = n/gcd(n/4, (k - 1)/4). S o the red cycle has length n iff 
gcd(n/4, (k - 1)/4) = 1. 
The blue cycle may be constructed in a like manner. Similarly, if 
k = -1 mod 4, then the red cycle has length n iff gcd(n/4, (k + 1)/4) = 1. 
Case 2. R contains only 4-wickets and B contains only 5-wickets. In this 
case n 3 0 mod 5. Again let 
ii,= {u,li=jmod5] 
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and 
U;= {vilirjmod 5}. 
And let B=ii,Uf12U6,Ut74UP, and R=tioUiF,,UV8,Uii,Uzi3. 
Now suppose k = 0 mod 5. Then -z&,*~ = z& which is a contradiction. So 
suppose k = 1 mod 5. Then ZI - - O+&=Ul, UO-&=u4, Ul+&=UZ, andii - l-k=UO 
which contradicts the fact that ii3 g R. Similarly for k 3 -1 mod 5. Thus 
krk2mod5. 
Let k=2mod5. This gives iio+k=ri2, ~I~-~=zi~, ~Ii+~=zi~, ii-k=zi4, 
,iz+& = zi4, ri2-& = iio, C,,& = co, ri&&= n,, iId+& = Pi, and ti-& = li2. 
so the red cycle must have the form uODOuluIultk ‘** 
Ui+2ikUitZikVi+1t2ikUi+l+7.ikUi+1+(2itI)k “’ 9 where again i + 1 is the number 
of the wicket in the cycle. And the blue cycle must have the form 
u,v,v,v,u, .-* u Z/+2-jkV2jt2-jkV2jt3-jkv2jt4-jk”2j+4-jk *‘* 9 where j + 1 is 
the number of the wicket in the cycle. 
Now let p be the smallest number such that p + 2pk 3 0 mod II. So, by 
Fact 9, p = n/5 gcd(n/5, (2k + 1)/5). Thus the red cycle has length n iff 
gcd(n/5, (2k + 1)/5) = 1. Similarly, the blue cycle has length n iff 
gcd(n/5, (k - 2)/5) = 1. 
It can be shown in a similar manner that if k = -2 mod n, then the red 
cycle has length n iff gcd(n/5, (2k - 1)/5) = 1 and the blue cycle has length 
n iff gcd(n/5, (k + 2)/5) = 1. 
Therefore, if G(n, k) is a cycle permutation graph, then it must satisfy one 
of the conditions. 
Under the given conditions, the above argument also shows how to 
construct the red and blue cycles, giving a cycle permutation graph. Q.E.D. 
The result stated here characterizes the intersection between cycle 
permutation graphs and generalized Petersen graphs in terms of the n and k 
of the generalized Petersen graph. A natural question to ask then is for which 
a is C(n, a) a generalized Petersen graph? This question leads quite naturally 
into the problem of deciding when two cycle permutation graphs are 
isomorphic (Diirfler [6] and Ringeisen [9]). 
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